Abstract Launching safety and efficiency are important indexes to measure the fighting capacity of carrier. The study on path planning for taxi of carrier aircraft launching under actual deck environment is of great significance. In actual deck scheduling, manual command is applied to taxi of carrier aircraft, which has negative effects on the safety of staff and carrier aircraft launching. In consideration of both the safety and efficiency of carrier aircraft launching, the key elements of the problem are abstracted based on the analysis of deck environment, carrier aircraft maneuver performance and task requirements. According to the problem description, the mathematical model is established including various constraints. The carrier aircraft and the obstacles are reasonably simplified as circle and polygons respectively. What's more, the proposed collision detection model reduces the calculations. Aimed at the features of model, the theory of model predictive control (MPC) is applied to the path search. Then a dynamic weight heuristic function is designed and a dynamic multistep optimization algorithm is proposed. Taking the Nimitz-class aircraft carrier as an example, the paths from parking place to catapult are planned, which indicate the rationality of the model and the effectiveness of the algorithm by comparing the planning results under different simulation environments. The main contribution of research is the establishment of obstacle avoidance and path planning model. In addition, it provides the solution of model and technological foundations for comprehensive command and real-time decision-making of the carrier aircraft.
Introduction
The carrier aircraft is the major strike force of carrier battle group and a precondition to form the fighting capacity. 1, 2 Furthermore, the carrier aircraft fleet plays an important role in modern naval battle with its high maneuverability, wide range of operation and various means of operation. It is composed of various aircraft and coordinates with each other to execute complex tasks. 3 During the continued operation process, the specific aircraft will be appointed to support the fleet at specific time to ensure the normal implementation of combat mission. 4, 5 In actual deck scheduling, manual command is applied to directing the carrier aircraft to reach appointed position. However, the deck operation is so busy that the safety of staff and carrier aircraft launching will be affected by the complicated environment. Furthermore, it cannot guarantee the superiority relying on the knowledge and experience of staff. Therefore, it is of great significance for the carrier aircraft to complete the launching task safely and efficiently under actual deck environment. [6] [7] [8] More specifically, a rational plan of taxi path for carrier aircraft from parking place to catapult contributes a lot to the task safety and efficiency. Owing to the limited space of deck, the irregular shape of obstacles and the ground maneuverability of carrier aircraft, the problem has its particularity in model establishment and algorithm design. This paper focuses on the establishment of obstacle avoidance model and the design of path planning algorithm to get the optimal taxi path under actual deck environment.
In the field of model establishment of obstacle avoidance and collision detection, the conventional method simplifies the moving object as particle and denotes obstacles as circular regions. [9] [10] [11] In some cases the above method is reasonable and can simplify the problem. Besides, in some references, authors used polygons to represent obstacles. 12, 13 Thus it transformed the collision detection into judging whether the particle is in the region enclosed by the polygon. In general, the collision detection model should be established according to specific environment where the moving object is.
14 So far, the obstacle avoidance and the collision detection have been widely applied to robots, ground vehicles and aircraft but have not been reported in the field of taxi of carrier aircraft under actual deck environment.
In the field of path planning algorithm, scholars have proposed many methods since the1980s. Recent researches mostly focus on the improvement of the existing algorithms and comparison between different algorithms according to specific problems. [15] [16] [17] There are many references on path planning for aircraft flying, such as solving the low altitude penetration path planning problem with improved ant colony algorithm, 18 path planning of curvature-constrained unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) performing surveillance of multiple ground targets with memetic algorithm, 19 uninhabited combat air vehicle (UCAV) air-to-surface path planning problem with inverse dynamics optimization method and receding horizon control, etc. 20 The existing references pay less attention to path planning for taxi of carrier aircraft launching. In Ref. 21 , the authors of this article researched on the path planning for taxi of carrier aircraft launched on idle deck. We proposed a conceptual model, established the mathematical model containing various constraints and designed the path search algorithm meeting the direction of reaching destination but took no account of the obstacles which the carrier aircraft may meet during taxi. On this basis, this paper considers the obstacles set on the deck, establishes a more practical model of obstacle and collision detection and designs a reasonable obstacle avoidance path planning algorithm.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 establishes the mathematical model to reflect the physical essence of the carrier aircraft launching reasonably. The path planning algorithm is introduced in Section 3 and a flow chart is given to explain it. Experimental results are reported in Section 4 and our concluding remarks are contained in the final section.
Establishment of mathematical model
According to the deck environment and the taxi task for launching, we consider the island and the carrier aircraft parking in the central area of deck as obstacles in sailing carrier. Then the simplification models of carrier aircraft and obstacles, the collision detection model, the constraints and the objective function of the problem are established respectively according to the task requirements of safety and efficiency.
Problem description
After receiving the command of launching, the carrier aircraft need plan the taxi path from parking place to catapult according to the actual deck environment, as shown in Fig. 1 .
It is clear that the deck is an irregular polygon and there are many carrier aircraft prepared to launch, get recycled or to be maintained. Besides, a certain amount of catapults are equipped to assist the carrier aircraft in launching. When the carrier is sailing, the normal navigation is influenced by unexpected wind and waves. Despite that, turnover will not happen to taxiing carrier aircraft owing to its weight or tie to the carrier in parking place. The dotted line in Fig. 1 expresses the possible path along which the carrier aircraft taxies to the catapult. As can be seen from the figure, the carrier aircraft need bypass the obstacle to reach the assigned catapult. In such case, the taxi path must meet two requirements, as listed in Table 1 . The two above requirements may be contradictory in actual path planning. In order to improve the launching efficiency, the launching safety is sometimes weaken. On the contrary, guarantee of the launching safety may sacrifice the launching efficiency. Therefore, we concentrate on improving the launching efficiency on the premise of safety in this paper.
Establishment of obstacle model
Among the obstacles on the deck, the island and the carrier aircraft parking in the central area of deck are the key considerations. Next, we establish their simplified mathematical models respectively.
(1) Single carrier aircraft.
The gap between its length and wingspan is narrow. Therefore we can simplify it as the minimum circle that contains itself, as shown in Fig. 2 . (2) Carrier aircraft.
Here we mainly discuss the carrier aircraft parking side by side. According to their parking shape, we can treat them as the minimum rectangle that contains themselves, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Its border is irregular curve and it can be treated as a polygon in order to facilitate the establishment of collision detection model, as shown in Fig. 4 .
Establishment of collision detection model
The carrier aircraft cannot collide with obstacles when taxiing on the deck. Next, we will establish the collision detection model respectively according to different types of obstacle model.
(1) The collision detection between two carrier aircraft. In this case, the two carrier aircraft are both simplified as the minimum circles that contain themselves. We assume that the radius of two circles are R w and R b and their centers are O w and O b respectively. Therefore the following inequality must be met so as to avoid the collision. (2) Collision detection between the single carrier aircraft and the obstacle of carrier aircraft. The problem can be transformed into whether the circle and the rectangle overlap according to the established obstacle model. In view of the complexity of mathematical operations, we adopt an area expansion method which treats the carrier aircraft as a particle and shifts the radius of the circle, which represents the shape feature of carrier aircraft, to the rectangle which represents the shape feature of obstacle. The above method expands the area of obstacle and simplifies the calculation, as shown in Fig. 6 . Fig. 6 transforms the overlap problem between circle and rectangle into judging whether the particle is in the region enclosed by the rectangle. Although the area expansion method increases the area of obstacle artificially and shrinks the planning area, it greatly simplifies the calculation of collision detection, ensures the safety of carrier aircraft launching and is acceptable in engineering. We assume the coordinates of single carrier aircraft as ðx w ; y w Þ and the equations of four sides of the expanded rectangle are as follows: Obstacle avoidance and path planning for carrier aircraft launching
Fig . 7 shows the expanded obstacle. One of following equations should be met in order to avoid collision between carrier aircraft and obstacle.
(3) Collision detection between single carrier aircraft and the island.
Similar to the above, we apply the area expansion method to the polygon which represents the shape feature of island, as shown in Fig. 8 .
Additionally, the method increases the area of obstacle artificially but greatly simplifies the calculation of collision detection. The collision detection in detail is the same as part 2.
Constraints
Under the limitation of planning area, the constraints are listed in Table 2 according to the maneuver performance of carrier aircraft and the requirements of task. 17 The mathematical descriptions of constraints in Table 2 can be found in Ref. 17 .
Establishment of objective function
The task requirements can be described as the shortest taxi path and obstacle avoidance. So we establish the objective function whose calculating formula is
where J is the optimizing index which takes a comprehensive consideration of the launching efficiency and safety; l i ði ¼ 1; 2; Á Á Á ; n À 1Þ represents the lengths of each path segment and improves the launching efficiency through shortening the path length; f i ði ¼ 1; 2; Á Á Á ; n À 1Þ represents the obstacle avoidance indexes of each path segment and restrict the distance between the carrier aircraft and the obstacle; a 1 and a 2 are the weights and meet the equation a 1 þ a 2 ¼ 1, they are adjustable according to the actual situation of each path segment; n is the number of path points including the starting point and the destination.
Dynamic multistep optimization algorithm for path planning based on MPC
After establishing the mathematical model of obstacle avoidance and path planning for taxi of carrier aircraft launching, we need design the path searching algorithm to complete the launching task. Based on the actual deck environment, we introduce the thought of model predictive control (MPC) to A Ã algorithm, design a dynamic weight heuristic function and propose a dynamic multistep optimization algorithm. Not only does it change the direction of the carrier aircraft in advance according to the relation between positions of carrier aircraft and obstacle, but also the carrier aircraft reaches the destination with the shortest path which improves the planning efficiency.
Expansion of path node based on MPC
MPC is a control method which combines model and optimization. Its controller is made up of the prediction model and the optimization model. Besides, it predicts the future state and behavior of object using the dynamic process model. In other words, a series of control action of future is determined according to the optimization of performance index from the present moment to the planning domain. In consideration of the narrowness of planning region on the deck and the particularities of constraints, if the single step algorithm is adopted, maybe none of the spare path points is available owing to the unforeseen obstacle and various constraints, as shown in Fig. 9 . However, the dynamic multistep optimization can avoid the above situation. It makes the taxi path extend towards the direction which deviates from the obstacle through identifying the position of obstacle. Ultimately, an optimal path which avoids the obstacle and meets various constraints can be generated. But too many steps may lead to errors when the carrier aircraft identifies the position of obstacle, as shown in Fig. 10 . Next, we take three-step optimization as an example to explain the process of expanding node in detail.
The multistep optimization planning system consists of the prediction model and the optimization model, as shown in Fig. 11 . The former is used to predict the direction of the next path point and the latter optimizes the position of it. Specifically, the prediction model outputs the direction of the next path point to the optimization model and the position of the next path point is determined by the optimization according to the cost function value fðP i Þ of each spare node. Then the search result acts on the controlled object and thus a process of search is realized.
The concepts of prediction domain and execution domain are introduced in the multistep optimization system, as shown in Fig. 12 . When we expand the path node, the prediction domain is contained in an arc whose center is the current node P i , with a radius of 3l min and a central angle of /. By contrast, the execution domain is contained in an arc whose radius is l min . The above method can judge the position of obstacle in advance and therefore make the carrier aircraft bypass the obstacle.
Selection of heuristic function
Selection of the heuristic function hðP i Þ plays an important role in the determination of path points. According to the actual deck environment and the task requirements, we make the weights of each items of the heuristic function variable at different stages of path planning. As a result, the carrier aircraft can bypass the obstacle successfully and taxi towards the destination with the shortest path. hðP i Þ can be expressed as
where dðP i Þ is the distance between the spare node and the destination; angleðP i Þ describes the direction of reaching destination; barðP i Þ is the distance between the spare node and the center of obstacle whose value is negative; w 1 ; w 2 and w 3 are the weights of each item above and t is set to make each item have the same order of magnitude so as to identify the importance of each item intuitively. When determining the weights of each item of h(P i ), we must give a comprehensive consideration of task requirements and deck environment at different stages. For example, if the carrier aircraft is closed to the obstacle ahead, it is a priority Obstacle avoidance and path planning for carrier aircraft launchingto avoid collision at present. In that case, the value of w 3 can be increased appropriately and the values of w 1 and w 2 must be decreased to meet w 1 þ w 2 þ w 3 ¼ 1.
Procedure of the algorithm
The previous sections systematically introduce the path planning algorithm in detail, now we use the flowchart to represent it (see Fig. 13 ). If the path search fails, then some parameters in the algorithm should be modified and it runs again until the path search succeeds.
Experimental results
Under the simulation environment of Windows 7 and MATLAB (ver R2009a), we adopt the dynamic multistep optimization algorithm and plan the taxi path for carrier aircraft launching. In addition, we make a comparison of results in different searching step sizes and analyze the validity and rationality of the proposed method. Furthermore, different taxi strategies are applied to path planning in dynamic environment. In conclusion, data of simulations are presented to make a better understanding of results.
Model and parameters of experiments
Taking the Nimitz-class aircraft carrier as an example, we plan the taxi path from the parking place to the catapult 2, as shown in Fig. 14 . It suggests that both path 1 and path 2 can avoid the obstacle and enable the carrier aircraft reach the catapult, which may become the actual taxi path. However, the optimal taxi path must be obtained according to the path planning algorithm.
The parameters of experiment can be referred to Ref. 17 , as listed in Table 3 . The obstacles mainly considered are the island and the carrier aircraft parked in the central area of deck. We can deal with them with the method proposed.
Simulation results
According to the design of heuristic function in Section 3.2, we set the parameter t to 100 and the item barðP i Þ as follows: Therefore the heuristic function hðP i Þ can be expressed as
where bar1ðP i Þ represents the distance between the carrier aircraft and the center of Obstacle 1 and bar2ðP i Þ represents the distance between the carrier aircraft and the center of Obstacle 2. Because the Obstacle 1 has much influence on the taxi of carrier aircraft, the weight of the corresponding item is set to 0.8 while the weight of the other is set to 0.2. Moreover, the constraint of h ¼ 0 means when the carrier aircraft reaches the catapult, its nose must be aimed at the straight-ahead position of the runway to complete the launching task smoothly. If we start the path search at the parking place, it is likely to fail because none of the spare nodes meets h ¼ 0 . So, beginning the path search at the catapult is a good method to improve the success rate, as shown in Fig. 15 . Besides, we define the length of the first path segment to be l min . Fig. 16 shows the results of path planning with different optimization algorithms. With the single step optimization algorithm, the carrier aircraft cannot predict the existence of Obstacle 1 in advance owing to the shortage of search step size, which leads to the collision. On the other hand, the collision also happens with the 5-step optimization algorithm. It makes a mistake that there is no obstacle ahead because the search step size is too long. Besides, it has not searched the last unknown path point which meets all constraints. By contrast, the carrier aircraft predicts the obstacle ahead at the beginning of path search, bypasses it and reaches the catapult safely with the optimal path by adopting the 3-step optimization algorithm. The above results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can meet the task requirements and optimize the objective function effectively.
The above path is made up by a series of segments of straight lines, which cannot be regarded as the actual taxi path directly. Therefore the modification of smoothing is needed to get the feasible path. We fit an eight polynomial to the path points to get the feasible path for carrier aircraft launching, as shown in Fig. 17 .
There are 2 strategies when the carrier aircraft avoids the moving obstacle. Next, more examples will be presented on the basis of the last case. We add the known dynamic environment and adopt different strategies to plan the taxi path. The setting of example is shown in Fig. 18 . In Fig. 18 , the dotted straight line is the planned path in advance. The task of A1 still remains to reach Catapult 2. Different from the last case, A1 and A2 taxi towards their destinations respectively.
When the waiting strategy is adopted, A1 does not start until A2 passes the original path of A1 to avoid collision. Under this strategy, the taxi path of A1 remains the same as that in the last case and merely increases the waiting time.
On the other hand, A1 changes its taxi direction when the detour strategy is adopted. With the known path of A2, A1 can make a judgment in advance and bypasses A2 to avoid collision. The path planning is shown in Fig. 19 .
The length of taxi path is increased to avoid the collision with A2. The data of all the examples are listed in Table 4 .
As can be seen from Table 4 , the planning time meets the real-time requirement. The carrier aircraft taxies at a low speed, which makes the taxi time long. In addition, the taxi distance increases to different extent owing to various obstacles. If the constraints of ground maneuverability and task are considered, the above percentage can be smaller. It demonstrates Fig. 15 Diagram of path search strategy. Obstacle avoidance and path planning for carrier aircraft launchingthat the carrier aircraft can taxi to the catapult without increasing long distance by applying the dynamic multistep optimization algorithm.
Conclusions
(1) Considering the actual deck environment and the task requirements, we establish the mathematical model according to the problem description. It contains the reasonable simplification of carrier aircraft and obstacle, the collision detection model, the various constraints and the objective function. The above modeling idea reflects the physical essence of the launching behavior reasonably. (2) Aimed at the feature of launching task, we apply the theory of MPC to the path search and propose a dynamic multistep optimization algorithm based on the A Ã algorithm. It both improves the safety and efficiency of carrier aircraft launching. 
